
DECK GUIDELINES

This outlines the info you should cover in your 
“pitch deck” when applying to LACI.

These are guidelines (not a template), so feel free to adapt
whatever you have to suit. Keep it focused.

Questions? Email info@laincubator.org
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i.e. [YourCo] offers [clearly defined offering] to help  
 [specific customers] solve [clear problems] with [your magic].
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1-2 sentences that clearly sum it up... 

1. ELEVATOR PITCH



?What problem(s) are you solving for your customers?

How painful of a problem is it for them? 

How do you know?

2. PROBLEM(S) YOU’RE SOLVING
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What do you do to solve the problem(s)?
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3. YOUR SOLUTION(S)



What proof do you have that your product(s) or services(s) 
can do what you claim?

Do you have 3rd party validation? 

Feedback from (potential) customers?
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4. PROOF POINTS



Where are you in the process (prototype development, 
in-market, etc.)?

What is your next key milestone, and when will you 
reach it?
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5. STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT



What is your target market? 

How big is the opportunity?

Do you have research / data to back up your assumptions?
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6. MARKET SNAPSHOT



$How will / do you make money?

Do you have a view to when you will break even?
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7. REVENUE PLAN



Who are your competitors? 

How do you stack up?

Do you have patents, or intellectual property 
that is protectable?
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8. COMPETITIVE SNAPSHOT



What is your go-to-market strategy?

What milestones are most important, and when do 
you need to reach them?
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9. GO-TO-MARKET



Who is committed? 

Who is involved?
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10. TEAM



$How have you funded this to date (self, friends & family, 
angels, venture, strategics, grants, etc.)?

Do you need to raise money? 

How much, for what, and by when?
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11. MONEY



Why are we strategically important to you? 

What do you need most from LACI?

What advantages does California, Los Angeles or Silicon 
Valley provide you?
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12. WHY HERE?



Who will vouch for you?

Include names and contact info.
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13. REFERENCES


